
 

 

802 370-2851 

All About Kids provides supervised visitation and monitored exchange services to families who 

are/have been impacted by domestic violence, sexual assault or child abuse referred to us within 

Franklin and Grand Isle Counties. All About Kids offers safe and unbiased child friendly spaces 

where parents have the opportunity to enjoy supervised parenting time with their children or 

have exchanges monitored.  The goal of AAK is to foster a sense of safety, honesty, trust and 

well-being by creating an environment that increases the adult victim and child’s sense of 

safety, and allows for reparative experiences and opportunities in a warm, caring and 

humanistic environment. Safety is ensured for adult survivors and their children with staggered 

arrival times.  The visit rooms are filled with games and blocks, toys and art supplies, while the 

older kid’s room has age suitable board games and art projects.  A small kitchen is available for 

families to use to prepare snacks or make a meal together. 

 
VISIT TIMES AND FREQUENCY:  All about Kids provides supervised visitation and monitored 

exchange services to families. Typically a one hour visit one time per week is scheduled for each 

family. 

Visitations and Exchanges are scheduled for Tuesday through Sunday. 

PROCESS: Once the court has determined supervised visitation or exchanges are necessary, it is 

up to both parents to contact All about Kids (AAK).  Self referrals are also accepted. 

In person intakes are set up for each parent at separate times. After both parents have done 

this and visits are set, the custodial parent will bring the child (ren) to AAK for an orientation 

before visits begin. 

TIIMEFRAME: This depends on a few factors: How quickly intakes can be scheduled and 

completed, availability of open slots and agreement on visit time by both parties. If everything 

falls into place, visits could begin as quickly as the following week. 

COMMUNICATION WITH COURT: If at least one party has contacted AAK and the other has not, 

or visit time cannot be agreed upon, AAK will return a form to court to update them on the 

case. 
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